
My scientific research work 
 

Опорный текст 
 

      Let me introduce myself. My name is…. Now I am a first-year master's student of  
Lesgaft National State University of Physical Education, Sport and Health. I study at the 
Faculty of …. My specialization is …. 

      I graduated from … (e.g. Lesgaft University) with a bachelor's degree in …(e.g. 
Physical Education) in …(e.g. 2018). After graduation I started my full time (part-time) 
work as a … Now I am…  (e.g. a fitness instructor/ football coach).  

I have decided to take a Master’s Degree course (master’s degree program) because… 

Now I combine my practical work and scientific research. 

The sphere of my scientific interest is …  

My scientific research deals with the problems of... (My scientific research deals with 
the exploration (investigation/ analysis/ development/ integration) of …).                                                                                  
It is based on…and devoted to ….  

I have chosen this research topic because …  

This topic is explored enough/ a completely new field of scientific study.  

The Russian/foreign scientists working on the same problem are …  

There is much/little material published on the subject of my research. I have read some 
scientific literature (articles), for example, …. 

My scientific advisor is …(full name, place of work, position, scientific degree and rank).  

I always consult him/her when I encounter difficulties in my research. 

The topic/title of my (future) master's thesis is … 

The scientific novelty of my research is … 

The main aim of the research is ...to find out/to define/to characterize/to explore/                          
to investigate/to analyse/ to gain..... 

Its objectives are the following… 

I use the following research methods and techniques: data collection, experiments 
(observations, laboratory tests, field and pilot study etc.). The experimental part of my 
research mostly consists of tests to be conducted on … 

My (future) master's thesis includes the following parts: Title page(s), Table of contents, 
Introduction, Theoretical part, Methodological part, Practical (analytical) part, 
Conclusions and recommendations, List of references and Annexes. 

As for the practical output of my research, I hope that its results will be of practical 
significance. They may be applied to solving a wide range of problems in the field (area) 
of … 


